Let’s find out what you remember about Cinderella and the Furry Slippers. Read each line and circle TRUE or FALSE beside the statement.

TRUE/FALSE: Once upon a time there was a poor little girl named Cinderella who lived with a terrible stepmother and two even worse stepsisters.

TRUE/FALSE: She spent her days housecleaning while her awful stepmother and stepsisters had cheese and crackers.

TRUE/FALSE: Cinderella dreamed that one day an awesome prince on a white horse would come to save her.

TRUE/FALSE: The day of the annual prince’s ball arrived. Cinderella wanted to go, but she didn’t have a dress to wear, so she secretly called a fairy godfather to make an appointment.

TRUE/FALSE: Cinderella arrived at the castle in her potato. The castle looked a little less grand than she was expecting.

TRUE/FALSE: Inside, she found out about a singing contest.

TRUE/FALSE: Cinderella discovered that the prince was much better in the magazine.
Help Cinderella find her way to the castle!

START!

FINISH!
Dance it out! With the help of an adult, play some music and follow Cinderella’s dance moves.
Check out Cinderella’s furry slippers! Create your own by coloring in the slippers below and using some glue or tape to attach feathers, felt, buttons, and string.
What would be your super cool new career? Design a job fair poster for it.
Sick of lame princes? Sick of fancy pink dresses? Want to do something fun for once?

With the help of an adult, cut out these super cool new jobs and put them in a bag (or witch hat). Take turns pulling out each slip of paper to see what your new career is!

DRAGON TAMER  POISON DETECTOR  EXTREME GARDENER
BEAST GROOMER  FAIRY GODMOTHER  WEAVER
STRAW SPINNER  SWORD FIGHTER  SPIDER WEB KNITTER
OCEANOGRAPHER  WOLF CATCHER  STONE CARVER
POTION MAKER  TRACTOR DRIVER  VAMPIRE HUNTER
SCORPION RAISER  BEANSTALK TRIMMER  WEIGHT LIFTER
SPIDER HUNTER  ARM WRESTLER